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“[A]s the rate of skills change accelerates across both old and new roles in all industries, 
proactive and innovative skill-building and talent management is an urgent issue. What 
this requires is a [talent development] function that is rapidly becoming more strategic 
and has a seat at the table—one that employs new kinds of analytical tools to spot talent 
trends and skills gaps, and provides insights that can help organizations align their 
business, innovation and talent management strategies to maximize available 
opportunities to capitalize on transformational trends.” 

World Economic Forum
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*2018 LinkedIn Learning Study



5 Challenges



#1 - Time 
Getting employees to make 

time for learning



58% 68%

Prefer to learn at 
work

Prefer to learn at 
own pace



#2 - Value 
Demonstrating value and 

business impact to leadership



94%
94% of employees would 
stay at a company longer if 
it invested in their career 
development



Of employees who quit 
within the first 90 days site 
lack of effective training as 

the primary reason

21%



“organizations that make manager 
training and development a 
budgetary priority typically lose 
fewer employees”



#3 – Buy in 
Getting buy in and support 

from management



Managers play an important 
role in employee learning



56%
Of employees would spend 

more time learning if supported 
and directed by their manager 



#4 - Change 
Dealing with organizational, 

product, regulatory, 
technology and geo changes



1990s
20 years 

Today
15 years 

Tomorrow
12 years 

In 10 years:

50% of the Fortune 500 will be gone

vs. vs.



#5 - Relevancy 
Creating and offering training 
that is relevant in content and 

training format



49%
Of learners desire access 

to learning content at 
point of need



#1 – Time
#2 – Value 
#3 – Buy in 
#4 – Change
#5 – Relevancy





What is a video library?





Recorded Content



Dense & Effective



1,800,000 words



4,000 pages
(230 hours to read)



83% improvement in training impact



46% higher user engagement



Watched 
recording, 55%

Attended in 
person, 36%

Could not attend, 
9%

55% higher attendance



With a video 
library it’s easy 

and cost 
effective to

✓ Create 
✓ Edit 
✓ Update 
✓ Organize 
✓ Share 
✓ Track



A video library modernizes your training process

PRODUCTION Manuals, documentation Live and on-demand videos

INSTRUCTORS Finding, scheduling Anyone in the organization

CLASSROOMS Scheduled, limited capacity Anywhere, any device

STUDENTS Scheduling, traveling Anytime, moment of need

CONTENT One and done Referenceable, always available

REPORTING Attendance, surveys Analytics, quizzing

ROI Indeterminate Measurable



Gives you a new way of thinking

Classroom

Lectures, manuals, documents

Learners

Learners

Devices

Experiences
Watching, Quizzing, Searching, Commenting, Recording



Reinvent Caterpillar University 
Reducing training cost 40% to 78%



Training innovations
Returned $303/employee to the bottom line



Streamlined organizational learning
Saved over 7,000 working hours in 1 year



Scaled Qualcomm Wireless Academy 
Training videos are now technical reference materials for engineers



5 ways to use a video 
library to solve top 
challenges



#1 
Reduce the employee onboarding process 



$12,500
Upwards of 8 months



With a video library you 
can begin the onboarding 

process before the 
employee starts



Provide relevant training 
information when and 

where the new hire needs it



✓ Provide company overview
✓ Mission statement
✓ Company tours
✓ Overview of organization
✓ HR benefits/policies
✓ Basic job skills



#2 
Empower management to create their own content



✓Best practices
✓Product demos
✓Sales engagement tactics
✓Announcements
✓Market updates



#3
Supplement formal instruction



✓Provide updates to prior students
✓Offer recordings of training as reference
✓Provide pre-training content



#4
Scale micro-learning



Short format (often short lived) learning



#5
New training agilities and capabilities



Track 
Comprehension



Identify 
training gaps



Create content 
when and 

where needed



Make changes 
at any time



Maximize Discoverability

Value proposition

An Overview of our Product

4:32 Our value proposition has evolved
6:01 So what’s our value proposition?
9:19 This is key to our value proposition



Think mobile



Grow



1) Reduce the employee onboarding process
2) Empower management to create & share
3) Supplement formal instruction
4) Scale micro-learning
5) Embrace video’s agilities and capabilities
6) Think mobile first
7) Grow



14 ideas for using video in employee training
https://www.panopto.com/blog/14-ideas-for-using-video-employee-training/

Replacing on-site training with video
http://panop.to/classroom-video-roi-calculator

Increasing the efficiency of training
https://panop.to/video-sales-training-calculator

Increasing productivity through knowledge sharing
https://panop.to/video-knowledge-sharing-calculator

https://www.panopto.com/blog/14-ideas-for-using-video-employee-training/
http://panop.to/classroom-video-roi-calculator
https://panop.to/video-sales-training-calculator
https://panop.to/video-knowledge-sharing-calculator


You are welcome to contact me with 
questions!

www.panopto.com
ddumler@Panopto.com

http://www.panopto.com/
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Dave Dumler
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